CGIMS Updates

CORONA-VIRUS - ARDS STUDY REVISITED

In light of recent media attention to the Corona-virus, Dr. Gunn recalls his successful treatment of acute respiratory distress in 2005. May vulnerable populations gain benefit from LLLLT?

ARDS - Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome Successfully Treated with Low Level Laser Therapy - case study of a mysterious killer

READ (see third article from bottom of page)

RADIO

iSTOP Member in UK broadcasts to USA Radio
Interviews on dry needling in English & Spanish

LISTEN ONLINE

EMPLOYMENT

Job opportunities for CGIMS - Careers

PUBLICATIONS

in stock, order now

"What is IMS?" 4 page clinic handout, patient information
Gunn Approach (red book) in English, Chinese, Korean

LANGUAGE HIGHLIGHT - SPANISH

SPANISH ESPAÑOL Cuál es el IMS? GunnIMS: Estimulación intramuscular

"What is IMS?" 100+ languages - click here
Help enhance CGIMS language pages, submit your work

MEMBERSHIPS
DIRECTORIES

Note that there are now TWO official CGIMS Directories. Please be sure to maintain a membership with one or both organizations to portray your special services to the public.

Read how each membership is UNIQUE (sign-in required).

iSTOP Directory

UBC Directory

CGIMS COURSES

Part 1, Part 2 and Review Courses are conducted through the University of British Columbia.
BC, Ontario, & Saskatchewan (NEW).

2020 Schedule

For international courses, contact iSTOP

Best regards,

The Institute for the Study and Treatment of Pain
International Information Centre for Gunn Intramuscular Stimulation
DONATE